The Power of Audio

The leading headsets and speakerphones for remote working

Staying productive and focused while working remote, requires the right tools and technology. We’ve selected a few devices that will help you keep up the collaboration and stay connected with your team.

EPOS audio solutions are designed with the remote workforce in mind

Our premium headsets and speakerphones enable teams to work more effectively from home offices, maintain professionalism and maximize productivity. Furthermore, they are compatible with all major collaboration platforms including Microsoft Teams, Zoom, Amazon Connect, Google and many more.
EPOS EXPAND 30

Instant conferencing anywhere

Keep in touch while working from home or out on-the-go through a portable, wireless speakerphone that provides instant, high-quality conferencing.

EXPAND 30T, a Microsoft Teams certified portable speakerphone, allows connections to Teams meeting with a click of a button, from the home or in a huddle room. The speakerphone was recently reviewed by Forbes magazine, read what Forbes had to say about EXPAND 30T.

Learn more about EXPAND 30 Series

EPOS | SENNHEISER
IMPACT 5000

IMPACT 5000 series are enterprise focused, wireless headsets that comes with 3-in-1 wearing styles and a center hub controller. The device is compatible with multiple Unified Communications vendors such as Teams, Zoom, Webex, Hangouts, etc.

The IMPACT SDW 5000 series is a DECT certified wireless headset series, which means encrypted voice communications. So in the finance or trade industry, or other industries where encrypted voice communication is important, this is the right headset for both at the office and when working remote.
Clear communication

Put talk in focus

→ Explore IMPACT 200

IMPACT 600
Outstanding clear communication
Equip the home office with outstanding audio from the premium wired IMPACT 600 Series – crafted to perfection and with easy call handling.

Learn more

D 10
Everyday wireless freedom
Enjoy wireless freedom while working remotely with a DECT solution that delivers clear, natural sound and the flexibility to move around.

Learn more
EPOS Cloud partners

Delivering pioneering audio and customer experiences in meeting rooms and workspaces.

EPOS and its global partner ecosystem provide flexible video and voice collaboration solutions for any environment. Our headsets and speakerphones are designed to maximize the performance of unified communications solution by seamlessly delivering the ultimate in sound and design quality and productivity enhancing features.